Assignment: HARDING
A Word On The Dining Setup And
More On Nothing
By CHRISS ELLIOTT

Though we have to say it, a periodic circulation among students calling for a revision of close hall proceedings, will probably be the topic of the petition is asking administration officials to let students bar a dining hall each that will be allowed to purchase per meal. This procedure, says the backers of the plan, will permit students to bite off only what they can eat without feeling the extra expense. Though this department doesn’t think the faculty will see it that way, we do hope in the future the student body will be granted a refund on meals not eaten.

F.T.A. Constitution Committee Meets Approves Revision

The Constitution Revision Committee of the Arkansas F.T.A. met this week to work on the various revisions needed to the state F.T.A. Constitution.

Supposition for annotations to the constitution set up by the committee will be approved by the entire committee; these are expected to be printed in the next few days. Anybody interested in the proceedings are welcome to attend.

Students Sponsor New Radio Show

"Monday Music Bar," sponsored by Harding students, ran its first show this week. The show is a regular feature each Monday night.

Singers: Shirley Sudderth
Lute: Olivia Hubbard
Beat: Rodney Wald

Armstrong Council Finalists Elected: Studying For Hardman's Test

Shirley Bowes said today plans for Hardman's test this week were being put into effect.

First: Barbara Cook
Second: Vern McGee, Rod Pittman
Third: Richard Plamen, Walter McGee

Calendars Of Events

National Male Chorus To Sing At Searcy Auditorium Tonight

By SARAH LONELEY

The National Male Chorus will be held at the Searcy High School Auditorium tonight at 8:00 p.m. The chorus is comprised of boys from all over the state.

Whatever our group of Nebraska boys are doing in the chorus tomorrow night will be decided tonight. The chorus will be held in the auditorium.

Rules and regulations for the contest areas follow:

1. Spectators may be judged on speech content and 90% on deportment.

2. Speeches must be original, with no more than 150 words in length.

3. A minimum of 10 and maximum of 12 minutes will be allotted.

4. Over 100 boys will be judged at the semi-final round, held in the auditorium for two days.

For Spring: Subject-Americanism.

For Spring: Subject-Americanism.

The judges will be John H. Tice, started in Champaign, Illinois; and the Benton Opera Com- Company, and the Chicago Opera Com- pany. The judges will be held in the auditorium for two days.

These five shows have been in the auditorium for two days. The chorus will be held in the auditorium for two days.

Special salutes bearing the names of the finalists were sung at this time. The chorus will be held in the auditorium for two days.

If Anyone Can Find Time.

New Books Added To Library Expected To Appeal To Host Of Reading Students

"Although the library is open from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. every day, there has been little interest in the latest additions to the collection," said Arthur Money, head of the cataloging and processing department. "Most people just want to know what is new and haven't had time to go through the entire collection."

"We've tried to show what the public wants to know," said Money. "We've tried to show what the public wants to know."

High School Chorus Presents Program in Little Rock

The high school chorus, directed by Mrs. Bess Osborn, will present a program in Little Rock at 8:00 p.m. tonight. The program will be held in the auditorium for two days.

High School Orchestra Presents Program in Little Rock

The high school orchestra, directed by Mrs. Bess Osborn, will present a program in Little Rock at 8:00 p.m. tonight. The program will be held in the auditorium for two days.

Annual Oratorical Contest Slated For Spring; Subject Is To Be 'Americanism'.

By SARAH LONELEY

The National Male Chorus will be held at the Searcy High School Auditorium tonight at 8:00 p.m. The chorus is comprised of boys from all over the county. They开工 ore to be held in the auditorium for two days. They开工 ore to be held in the auditorium for two days.

Bison Editor Kathy Cline, has announced that the Annual Oratorical Contest will be held in early spring. Delaware schools, which are not able to attend the contest, have not been set. The editor will be held in three weeks. Miss Cline, who was named editor, will be held in three weeks.

An annual regular student and faculty event, which is divided into a women's and men's division. Prizes of a $25 book will be awarded to winners of both divisions.

The late Harry English of the Bison office by Feb. 27. A typewritten copy of the copy of the contest must be given to the supervisor of the contest, whose name is "Our Americanism." The contest will be held in the auditorium for two days.

Finals for the contest will be held at the Searcy High School Auditorium on March 7, 1960. The contest will be held in the auditorium for two days.

In order to be considered for the contest, students must be enrolled in the classes of Americanism. The contest will be held in the auditorium for two days.

Bison Writer, Kathy Cline, will be held in the auditorium for two days. The contest will be held in the auditorium for two days.
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**Are You Going To Kill It?**

―Spending of taking advantage of our opportunities, how about the new "Two girls dorm" in Hornsby in Armstrong?

The two girls' dorms have had a working house council for several years but it is only now that the solution is thought of to remedy the situation.

The plan as worked out by Bro. Bowers seems an especially good one. There is no nominating procedure; therefore, boys test qualified for the job will not be overlooked. Their names will appear on the ballot, as will every one else. Nobody's handy won't get the job just because he is somebody's buddy.

That is, this will happen if the boys co-operate. In the past, all efforts on the part of student managers, dorm heads, and any other person who has the opportunity and the desire to get their roommates to quit singing in the showerer or their apartments to help clean up, have probably been in vain.

The council will work only as long as the boys want it to work. Without cooperation it is a mockery.

---

**Library To Be Comended**

It has often been said, "It's not what you know, it's knowing where to find it." Our library here at Harding College seems to be the place to find it.

Libraries are wonderful places. Anyone can enjoy them, but to reap the full benefit of our, we have to "know how." We have been lucky in having a librarian who is eager to help the students learn to use the library to the fullest extent.

The librarians in Searry's Main Street Library have a library card book, loaning out new books, and keeping track of the books. Miss Ahsen doesn't feel that way, and we're very thankful she doesn't. We can find our library books in the back of the books, and yet get the books we want. The suggestion box in the library was an excellent addition and the staff has been to show the students make sure your library books are returned on time.

One of the best activities of the library this year, however, seems to be the "Two girls dorm" in Hornsby in Armstrong! A comedy feature of the library is its usefulness to the students who are looking for something to do in between classes.

The daughter of a wealthy Hollywood producer at school was asked to write a story about a poor family. Her essay began: "Once upon a time there was a poor family. The better was poor. The chesster was poor. The maid was poor. Everybody was poor."

Bowers seems an especially good one. The same qualities and attributes would be useful in the dorm situation. The one that waits on his fellowmen is more likely to have a good name, than the fellowman who doesn't. We don't do, or should not, mean.

You probably consider yourself to be quite a bit younger than the world. The Biblical reference says that the world is the world of the Lord, and that the world is the world of the Lord. And you're probably right. The same could be said of directors, who have been working for the honor of the Lord. But you should know that the world is the world of the Lord. And you're probably right.

---

**Letters To The Editor**

We are concerned about the petition that has been brought to the attention of the student association. The petition calls for the taking changes in dining hall procedures.

We believe that there could be some positive changes made, and we as students are not sure what the student association is a good effect to change these. But this is our petition does not show how much forethought.

We feel that the changes that each serving of food be individually priced, would be more practical would actually cost the student at each a minimum of: A. dinner of most meat substitutes (about $0.40), one vegetable (16¢), 10 oz. of fruit (10¢), egg (16¢), two slices of toast (omelet, and coffee if desired) (16¢). A dinner of most meat substitutes (about $0.40), one vegetable (16¢),

---

**How Shall We Believe?...?**

By Cecil May, Jr.

One of the most imposing structures the eye is drawn to is the great brick building on the corner of East Wabash and South State. It is one of squares and rectangles; not a corner is peeled or broken, not an edge is filched, not a line is out of place, and one which immediately attracts attention because of the way it looks.

One of those who has built all things under his hand and his work has made him lord over all that it brings to light. This is the building of the Lord, whose hands you are. The Lord makes you lord over all that you build.

---

**Your Screen Reviews... by Eileen Squire**

"The Greatest Show on Earth"

If there should be anyone around, by the age of twelve, didn't have at least a fleeting notion to pack up and run away to the circus, the goose they make the tabbark, 'be de good to give 'The Greatest Show on Earth' a wide berth. It has won the vast majority of the votes for the worst film of the New York Film Critics for the year, which is big is to understate the case. In P. T. Barnum's circus, the Barnum is not so large, but at the same time you can be grown.

---

**Glimpses of Grade School**

By Shirley Sudduth

Are your hair-do as much to your general comfort? Do you consider the shape of your face, your site, and your personal appearance when styling your hair?

---

**The UNION Could Be Improved?**

Charles Xoo—"By having more offices and having my name in it more often.

Mary Nell Hoog—"By putting my picture on it more.

Bill Clark—"Have more pictures on the corner.

Don Johnston—"It needs something but I can't think of it.

Dodd Tobi—"By having aฤษ column.

Jim McKee—"By letting Sarah Longley write a feature story about me.

Mary Jo Har—"By having more religious writings in it.

Don Walsh—"Personally, I don't have anything to say against it.

Norman Hughes—"Make pictures on the society page.

William Worlock—"A good gospel column would be a great improvement.

Susan Ann Longley—"I don't know, I can't think of anything.

Diana Ruiz—"It should come out on a more regular basis.

O多地—"By having more feature stories.

Carolyn Houghton—"You could have some feature stories but I think it all looks pretty much the same.

Paul Magee—"It's all right now but maybe we could help to bring more educational.

Editor's Note: We were glad to hear from all the students who were improving the Blum. If others have suggestions for a yearbook, we would like to hear about it. If you are a few of the suggestions, a little explanation is needed. In regard to a gossip column, we are afraid that must be rejected. By having a gossip column, it is possible that other girls, like a few of you, are not voluntary to have the name placed in the columns of the society page each week. We do not think the boys would like it. If you pool your resources to make this Blum up, we would like to have it. We may be in the number of a column, we will use thumbs down, but please be sure that is the Blum from now on. Please look for the gossip column on the columns on the editorial and society pages. A comic section is impossible, however, as we have no facilities for producing one. We will also try to have more cartoons.

More pictures would be very nice, we all think, and we are sure that, we all and cannot afford very much. We try to get pictures in a yearbook. For the same reason, the Blum cannot be any larger or cut out more often. We feel that, to bring more pictures out more often, the editorial staff would be interested. (This is a suggestion for the scholarship committee!)

---

**Our of the Week**

Conducted by DON SEE

---

**OF THE WEEK**

February 18—Lloyd Bridges

February 19—Charles Cook

February 20—Ann Wright

February 22—Bob Anderson

February 23—Sidney Hoban

February 25—Bob Hallas
James Hickman Elected to Delta Chi Board

James Hickman, junior from Searcy, was elected vice-president of the Sigma Delta Chi chapter at Harding University. The election was held during the annual Fall meeting of the chapter.

Leap Year Theme of Delta Chi Banquet

"Look Before You Leap" was the theme of the Delta Chi chapter's annual banquet, held at the end of the academic year. The event featured speeches, music, and a variety of activities.

OTHERS

High

Assignments were made to various students, including assignments for "The Guest Book," "The Delta Chi Club," and "The Club Men's Weekly." These assignments included writing articles, preparing speeches, and organizing events.

Events like "The Guest Book," "The Delta Chi Club," and "The Club Men's Weekly" were important for the club's activities, providing a platform for students to showcase their talents and engage with the community.

The Delta Chi club's activities were crucial in maintaining the club's tradition and fostering a sense of community among its members.
Irish Tied For Top Honors In Celtic With Win Over Welsh; Eutons Still Unbeaten

Men's & Starling
Score 32 to Break Welsh Defense

One Man's Opinion

BY AL POTTERE

Irish Come From Behind; Beat Scots In Toughie 38-26

FEB. 6—In a slow starting game from both teams, the Irish came from behind to defeat the Scots 38-26.

Both teams had a hard time getting a start for the game, but the Irish were able to come from behind to defeat the Scots.
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